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Gina Regina

Ulrike Draesner

Saturday afternoon and for once it wasn’t raining. When it

rained, birch pollen tea Xowed along the gutters, even in

the city. Gina’s brain hung down through her sinuses and

nostrils, despite the break in the rain it tasted like a brew

of birch pollen and itched hellishly. Spring had sprung,

brandishing streamers of allergies. A cocktail on the skin,

an extra little shot from Mother-Drug-Nature. Gina chose

Volcano Red from the colour chart and sat down in the

waiting room.

Neon green cranes swayed outside the window, frozen

in crooked poses against which the afternoon red, a half-

hearted attempt at an orgiastic glow, struggled painfully.

Lacquered nipples were the latest trend, recently imported

from Japan.
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You didn’t lacquer yourself, you went to get yourself

lacquered, Volcano Red, for example. Gina’s neighbour on

the waiting bench was wearing bright yellow linen shoes.

Gina was relieved, a woman like that wouldn’t uncouple

her from her little horse, her little heart, this Gordian,

whose ears had a hole in the tip—a piece was missing, as if

it had been gnawed oV in the womb. Maybe that’s why he

was so cute: as compensation. He preferred white shirts

over the Gordian breast, which was completely smooth

and hairless and its sole purpose was to tie knots in the

hearts of people like Gina by eagerly pressing sternum

bones against each other. For weeks Gina had been stand-

ing before it, puzzled: what had happened? The sweet pea-

blue eyes of this Him exuded, so you’d want nothing more

than to suck at them, but before Gina could sink any

further into her deliberations her name was called. A

minute later she obediently plumped down into the lap

of a curly black-haired titaness, who was already tenderly

turning the spray-gun in her hand.

Gina was biting into the sugar bun she had just bought

when one of the city’s Weltuntergang-phrases was hurled

at her: spare a euro?! She walked on, gestured back with

her bun. The lacquer was tightening somewhat. The banks

had been advertising top rates for weeks. Apparently the

Germans had savings by the sockful at home, which now
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needed to go to the bank. Only yesterday Gina-la-Minna

had waited for nearly an hour in the savings bank, but

no-one had tried to deposit a savings sock, which she

would have loved to see just the once. She sighed and

took another bite of sugar bun. The rapprochement with

the always Gordian-minded Gordy was also something

that had to be enjoyed. Gina was studying Romance

Studies with International Relations as a minor, and that

was something that had to be Wnanced. The nipple lacquer

doubtless contributed towards international relations; so

to an even greater extent did Gina’s job of course.

Dot.com. Gina had found her employer, who was based

in California, on the net. She knew any number of men

with commitment phobia, they gave oV clouds of untouch-

ability and every three weeks they had an attack of good

old Freudian panic. Which really ought to have passed by

now, but hibernated in these men like a swarm of bees in a

hollow tree trunk, specializing in all things nectaral: suck

it up, then buzz oV. Mother-Drug-Nature showed how.

And that was Gina’s big break.

She turned the tables. A simple business process,

which moreover was enjoyable. Turn your talent into a

job, advised the employer in his welcome email. That was

indeed the whole concept. And he gave her an address

where she was to hand in what came in to her. The moon

was hanging in the afternoon sky, prion yellow, by the
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time Gina Wnally rang Gordian’s bell, by the time the

lacquer was Wnally hard to the touch.

Oh what foolishness! exclaimed Gordian, seeing Gina

without t-shirt. By which he wasn’t referring to her, but to

himself, as normally he protected himself out of panic (Gina

out of routine). What foolishness! he exclaimed and took

the condomout of the packet, but didn’t roll it on. Gina dug

her claws into his neck and didn’t let go. It was, as almost

always, over too quickly. Yet even while Gordian was still

inhaling his usual half-time cigarette with his cola the trem-

bling came back. Gina tasted the smoke inGordian’smouth,

felt the smooth skin on his chest. His ribs stretched way

down, she gripped his belly right underneath them as he

came.

He slept. Reginal, Gina shimmied into her jeans, queen of

matter. She liked the bum-in-two-halves feeling in them,

but stopped when the trousers touched her upper thigh.

Ferdi, whowould only answer toGordian in the life he knew

as his own, his sperm ran down her left thigh. He gave good

spurt, Gordy in his section of cabbage green Plattenbau.1

He was otherwise healthy too, she had made enquiries, that

was part of her job and she took pride in doing it well. The

fact that her heart was beating so hard wasn’t part of the

picture admittedly. Gina’s favourite saying was: My men

1 Prefabricated apartment blocks, usually in East Berlin.
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wear either aftershave or me. But she didn’t want to do it

again, to let something of Gordian’s go, though—it wasn’t

theft, strictly speaking. Admittedly she wouldn’t ever give it

back to him, but hewould nevermiss it. Andhadn’t he given

it to her, so to speak, for free? Gina thought it was perfectly

cunning, the way the cranes around here rocked happily

even on top of rubbish; unlike on Potsdamer Platz, they

were camouXaged in colours of leaf rust. Yes, camouXage

everywhere, even spermwears a cap thought Gina, and took

her jeans oV again. Then she looked for her handbag.

Stasi scent samples supposedly still stood in old cellars,

waiting for their techno discovery, and would carry on

waiting because the spirit had been let out. They could be

opened in a vacuum, 20-year-old nostal-GDR air would

come pouring out into the city. Gina swore softly, because

she couldn’t Wnd her good Gucci PVC piece, and at this

juncture it would have been the end of the story, a typical

afternoon stand, an intermezzo of sugar bun and sex, if it

hadn’t been for Gina’s employer, if Gina hadn’t glanced

over again at the sleeping Gordian and if her eyes hadn’t

fallen on the orange handle of her handbag, poking out

from under the bed.

Collect the sperm, Gina-Regina thought, still in out-

look express, always on the lookout for a fast buck, and

rummaged in her bag for the test tube. She hadn’t wanted

to do it, at least not with her heartbeat Gordian, but she
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did it! The exaggeratedly protein-rich Xuid meant some-

thing to her; it came just at the right moment. Now the

accomplished hand movements: booty in the bag, sperm

in the crop.

Her heart was beating like mad. Carefully, and quite

exhausted, Gina sat down on the edge of the bed by

Gordian. Was this the content and the form was slopping

around in the tube? There the genotype, here the pheno-

type and, somewhere in between, the clever reproductive

rules for copying? Like in the Tractatus, where Lucky

Ludwig saw the particles of language and reality becoming

tiny, atomic, subatomic, cosmic! Today particles of genes

and humans. The only thing that wasn’t clear was who

decides how they belong together. To explain the Wrst

thing about ‘world togetherness’, Gina giggled to herself,

you need to factor in a lacquered nipple, which always gets

forgotten. Gina was a special rank of head hunter, a sperm

trapper in plain English. Wasn’t prostitution. For one

thing, she earned more: an order with her employer cost

between 500 and 2000 dollars. She took 60 per cent, after

all she could oVer exceptional male specimens. As a rule

they could precipitate several solutions from one of the

contributions she extracted from a condom. For artiWcial

insemination, which was the case here, you actually need

much less sperm than with megalomaniac Mother Nature.

Secondly, she sought out her men herself, only the best
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among her peers. For a fuck she could have almost anyone

and word went round that she was a good one night stand,

no drama afterwards, carries on saying hello on campus

without any awkwardness, Gina, Regina of donations.

Thirdly: there was no-one watching over her. When she

got something she took it to the laboratory. Fourthly: it

was illegal. An extra kick. The danger of any of the men

she milked ever Wnding out was limited however, because

of course she used made-up names. Gordian was called

Ferdy Duke on the website (German with an American

grandfather, a GI from the time of World War Two heroes,

his mother conceived in ’49, him in ’78, young sperm all

round). If any of themwere still to Wnd out and object, she

would give him an ironic hard time, then dollarollover.

But she’d got stuck on Gordian, because of the heart

beating business. Gina groaned inwardly at herself, saw

in her mind a beating little red heart, shaped like a pied-

mont cherry, dipped in chocolate, Mon Chéri.

Of course like everyone else she rejected retro values

absolutely. And now this. Amour fou? Gina smoothed a

blond hair from her decidedly high forehead, covered by

an old-fashioned, therefore now cool again, fringe, and

was glad that she had tested out all her sky-will-fall-on-

my-head fears thoroughly in her comic years. What

seemed like a waste of time then had in fact been
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preparation for life (children’s famous instinct, as certain

to hit the mark as pink marshmallows thrown into the

mouth).

High time to head oV, Xuted-Xirted Reginaldine to her

Ferdy Duke, her Eldorado, in his ear, shaking his shoulder:

—I’m thirsty!

—really?

—!

—I’m coming,

he scrambled out of bed, his face lifted up, closer to

Regina, no: just his mouth, his whole face was mouth, just

lips, so red, how did he do that, two large balconies, like in

a Wlm, zoom, towards Regina, or did she bend over, what-

ever, they met, Wtted, lips away, it tasted of Gordian-sleep-

sex, of peace, childlikeness, it tasted, Ginaregina! like milk,

for seconds, that couldn’t be, yes, tasted, slurped, licked,

really, yes, indeed, a kiss on his lovely lips, on his . . . yet

normally she never kissed.

The basket chairs creaked gently in Dante under the

S-Bahn arches, which groaned and echoed like the inside

of a hollowed-out breast. Gina was shocked, just for a

second. They were visiting Hackescher Markt, the city’s

valley of roses,2 once a deserted wasteland, now perfectly

2 Rosenthal, valley of roses; Rosenthalstraße is a street in the Hackescher
Markt area.
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redeveloped, stooled and cooled, cherry trees in front of

renovated walls. Spring air by the gallon. Regina was

thinking about nights she had frozen here, bars appearing,

bars disappearing, the appearance of the toytown house

fronts, always the same man selling lilac in May in the exit

from the S-Bahn, the one tree left standing, the under-

ground cables, the latest trends in the shop on the round

corner, the tubes of lycra clothing her body. Gordian was

thinking about what it means to reproduce a human being

in engineering terms, a second-degree act of genius there-

fore. For the brain alone you need, with the latest mini-

chips, an area only the size of Greater London, said

Gordian, who was studying mechanics, but because a

brain only functions in relation to others, they would

need to be built too, so the whole planet would be com-

pletely covered with engineering just to make one person

function. Now those were truly Alexandrian plans! The

sword which would sever a knot as small but as well

guarded as Gordian’s heart, however, was still to be

found. Ginna-la-Minna felt her breath, she would rather

have been sucking in Gordian air. The plastic tube with

the drops of sperm she had collected clunked against her

mobile and the morning air stored in her handbag. She

had made enquiries with California. The impurities the

sperm picked up dripping down her skin could be Wltered

out with no diYculty. Gina sneezed; the pollen tickled.
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Berlin in the Spring. Pink messengers shot by, mail am-

azons on mortal trips to the sound of the soft clicking of

their fully digitalized 27-Shimano gearshifts. Vanilla-

scented white-varnished nails grasped the rubber bands

on the handlebars. Sometimes the amazons folded their

arms in an X over the handlebars or tucked their thumbs

under their foreWngers, just as the Sphinx in Giza had

rested her claws on top of each other. Gordian sucked

contentedly at his Bloody Cola Mary. Gin was not neces-

sarily the thing. A few neon blue tubes imitated the Xight

of swallows and decorated window displays with patterns

of midges. Spring, spring, swing your band of Visa-gold.3

Gina-Benigna slurped at her rum and coke, amused.

Didn’t her work bring together national and international,

typical-German and individualistic, in the most beautiful

way? On www.rose-angels.com you could view what she

donated; there you could apply for sperm samples, clients

worldwide, for whatever conception you liked.

To Einstein, Gina cheerfully raised her glass to her un-

knotted, unsuspecting Gordian: Einstein said you must

make things as easy as possible, but no easier! At that she

showed Gordian her tongue and let him check for dimples

at its edges. It was one of themost intimate acts possible, she

saw up his nostrils as he was doing it. Everything about this

3 A play on Mörike, ‘Frühling lässt sein blaues Band’ (Spring swings its blue
band).
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man seemed to be one whole, a connectedness. So he really

was human after all, however often he claimed not to know

the room in which his Gordian heart lay in a glass cabinet.

But Giny-Riny insisted, blushing slightly, in tender mo-

ments, that she tarried there, and had been there with him

time and again, amour, fou, folle, she thought. The room

was real, as real as the inside of her handbag, lined with fox-

fur or even lynx.

Ginnina would have sighed, had that not been so

uncool.

—Can I take a photo of you?

She saw him on the screen of her hand-size digi-cam,

on which reality appeared once more and even more real,

at a safe distance, she saw him smiling there.

—Well stand up then!

The green of the trees in the background suited him.

Full body shot. It didn’t have to be naked photos, quite the

opposite, www.rose-angels.com wasn’t about sex, it was

about reproduction. Attractive male German, white, 25

y.o., Mathematical Engineer, IQ between 120–140 (there

was a box to tick for that), height: 185 cm, weight: 73 kg.

In the meantime Gina had ordered a Screwdriver, one

of her attempts at self-irony, the drink was known as

vodka and orange. In her handbag the tenth Ferdy-tube

sloshed around, all the little microscopic Wshies in it.

Although she had wanted to stop doing it, really stop,
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with him at least. The other times she had emptied the

condom in Gordian’s bathroom already, sometimes she

had wrapped it up and ‘disposed’ of it at home, meaning

to put it in the fridge or taken it to the laboratory straight

away, from where the little tubes were Xown to the US,

deep-frozen, normally the same day. And today—again.

She had to do it. If you can’t eat it, smoke it or stroke it,

was written large above Gina’s bed. It’s probably there. It

was always there.

Gordian was smoking, Reginni had peeled him a rizla

for a joint. He was still thinking about Einstein; even the

fact that he tried to study some philosophy was on the

rosy angel site, which he knew nothing about. Gina’s

central surrogate brain was starting to throw up odd

images on her video system. Should she tell him? Reveal

who she was—no, not that; but maybe what she did? In a

sudden rush Gina squeezed Gordian’s hand more Wrmly

than she meant to. He took it as a sign that they should set

oV. Essay due on Monday, Gina had told him some hours

earlier; in fact she had another appointment at 8 p.m.

Berlin in the Spring. A belching St Bernard with a little

bottle of rum round its neck ran through a glacier in

Karwendel, searching for a man with overblown Otzi

ambitions, while on the Finnish–Russian border a few

spruce trees were bathing their last needles in the
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unsetting sun. In Osterwalde a biologist shook millimetre-

long bugs into a water glass, put them under a microscope

and was meticulously sketching the mutations she found.

A rootling ray in the Sargasso sea was sniYng at a post-

Soviet U-boat where they were playing chess with Wgures

cast in shiny pewter, when there were several Xashes from

the shop that G&G were strolling past, because a six-year-

old thief wearing a black leather jacket broke through the

barrier. Later all they will see on the picture is his mop of

hair.

—Funny, Gina said to Gordian, whose trousers were

already starting to bulge slightly again, that another per-

son has a diVerent heart to you. It’s the Wrst thing you see

on the ultrasound of a foetus. It beats unbelievably fast:

punctum saliens, Aristotle said, he studied it in hens’ eggs!

But feelings don’t have their seat in the heart, biolo-

gists had known that for a long time, only language hadn’t

kept pace with the times. Gina glanced across at Gordian

quickly, he smiled, he had just opened his mouth to

answer, when she pushed him away:

—You only fancy me for my lacquered nipples! I don’t

want to see you any more.

Whatever: she really meant it. It would have been

better for him, and possibly for her too, if they split up

here. Gordian replied simply:

—oh come on!
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Gordian didn’t fall for the authenticity trip (feelings,

not sex) for a second and put his arm round Gina’s

shoulders. She dropped the attempt at something beyond

rose-selling dot.com, relieved. Why bother with internal

conXict? They were open, they were in a hurry, they

regularly shaved their private parts, sported lizard tattoos

with red eyes. They stood by the Treptowers, some young-

sters toasted marshmallows there every afternoon, two

giant aluminium men full of holes hobbled in the middle

of the river, made from GDR money, two who always got

wet feet.

Berlin in the Spring. If it all worked out she would have

made a pretty penny this weekend, it would have been

worth investing in the lacquer. Ginnina lay on the sofa in

her Xat and entwined her arms in the X-shape that she so

admired on the bike messengers. It was reminiscent of the

double helix. Gordian’s tube was carefully stored in its

special freezer, which froze at 90 below. When she had got

home she had kissed the tube and decided to keep it. Her

very special gift to Gordian. Exhausted by this decision,

Gina was now lying on her sofa, before she had to head

out just before eight to her rendezvous with Mike. A

seagull carved the corners of a triangle in the sky, a dirty

cloud scudded hurriedly after. Getting the munchies, the

presenter on NTV said. Is the aroma typical of bread rolls
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derived from Chinese women’s hair? asked a female voice.

No, replied a soothing light-blue voice, crusty bread rolls

have been banned from using such ingredients.

When Regina opened her eyes again, the heavenly

palate whose roof arched over her was already darkening.

Right at the front, very far away, a pair of white XuVy teeth

was hidden, the food there was real. For a moment, a

nano-second, Gina felt like a little rat caught in a giant

trap. But what was the point of these pangs of nostalgia, or

belief in a controlling system. In the time before dot.com

they might have speculated whether she was in control or

being controlled, and guessed wrong every time. Gina

smiled as she had a good look at her nipples in the mirror

one more time before she left. The lacquer was untouched.
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